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Abstract:
In this presentation, I discuss three topics. First, I discuss the present-day perspective on coefficient alpha (Cronbach, 1951). Coefficient alpha is one of the most frequently used quantities in the social, behavioral and health sciences, and it is therefore remarkable that it so poorly understood, by researchers and psychometricians alike. I discuss what alpha is, how people use it, and what alpha can do for us. Second, I provide a mid-twentieth perspective on coefficient alpha by discussing Cronbach's seminal 1951 article in Psychometrika, and investigate why he published this article and which problems existing before 1951 in test construction research he tried to solve. I relate his intentions to the way researchers nowadays use alpha. Third, I discuss future alternatives for coefficient alpha that have been widely available to researchers for a long time, but often are unknown or badly understood. I also discuss approaches to reliability based on factor analysis and generalizability theory.
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